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Summary

One of the challenges of maritime aff airs is automatic object recognition from aerial 

imagery. This can be achieved by utilizing a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based 

algorithm. For purposes of these research a dataset of 5608 marine object images is 

collected by using Google satellite imagery and Google Image Search. The dataset is 

divided in two main classes (“Vessels” and “Other objects”) and each class is divided 

into four sub-classes (“Vessels” sub-classes are “Cargo ships”, “Cruise ships”, “War 

ships” and “Boats”, while “Other objects” sub-classes are “Waves”, “Marine animals”, 

“Garbage patches” and “Oil spills”). For recognition of marine objects, an algorithm 

constructed with three CNNs is proposed. The fi rst CNN for classifi cation on the main 

classes achieves accuracy of 92.37 %. The CNN used for vessels recognition achieves 

accuracies of 94.12 % for cargo ships recognition, 98.82 % for cruise ships recognition, 

97.64 % for war ships recognition and 95.29 % for boats recognition. The CNN used 

for recognition of other objects achieves accuracies of 88.56 % for waves and marine 

animals recognition, 96.92 % for garbage patches recognition and 89.21 % for oil spills 

recognition. This research has shown that CNN is appropriate artifi cial intelligence (AI) 

method for marine object recognition from aerial imagery.

Sažetak
Jedan je od izazova u pomorstvu automatsko prepoznavanje objekata na zračnim 
snimkama. Ono se može postići uporabom algoritma na temelju konvolucijskih 
neuronskih mreža (CNN). U ovome istraživanju prikupljeni su podaci na temelju 
5608 slika morskih objekata dobivenih s pomoću Googleovih satelitskih snimaka 
i pretraživanja slika. Prikupljeni podaci podijeljeni su na dvije kategorije („Brodovi“ i 
„Ostali objekti“), a svaka kategorija podijeljena je na četiri potkategorije (potkategorije 
„Brodova“ jesu „Teretni brodovi“, „Brodovi za kružna putovanja“, „Ratni brodovi“ 
i „Brodice“, dok su potkategorije „Ostalih objekata“ „Valovi“, „Morska bića“, „Otoci 
smeća“ i „Izljevi nafte“). Da bi se prepoznali morski objekti, predložen je algoritam 
koji se sastoji od triju konvolucijskih neuronskih mreža (CNN). Preciznost prvog CNN-a 
kojim se klasifi ciraju osnovne kategorije iznosi otprilike 98,82%. Preciznost CNN-a 
kojim se prepoznaju brodovi iznosi 94,12% za teretne brodove, 98,22% za kruzere, 
97,64% za ratne brodove i 95,29% za brodice. Preciznost CNN mreža koje se koriste za 
prepoznavanje drugih objekata iznosi otprilike 88,56% za valove i morska bića, 96,92% 
za prepoznavanje otoka smeća te 89,21% za prepoznavanje izljeva nafte. Rezultati 
istraživanja pokazali su da su CNN mreže odgovarajuća metoda umjetne inteligencije 
(AI) za prepoznavanje morskih objekata na zračnim snimkama.
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1. INTRODUCTION / Uvod 
With the ever-rising trend of drones [1] [2] and satellite 
imagery usage for aerial surveillance [3] [4], a high possibility 
of applying these technologies to sea and coastal surveillance 
can be noticed. As another possibility, the application of the AI 
algorithm in aerial surveillance of the sea and coastal areas is 
imposed. One of the key challenges in the sea and costal area 
aerial surveillance is the protection of endangered animals. 

Human infl uence is one of the leading causes of death among 
the population of Bottlenose Dolphin (Tursiops truncates) [5]. 
For these reasons it is crucial to limit maritime traffi  c and fi shing 
in areas where these animals are present. Similar is the case of 
Mediterranean monk seal (Monachus monachus) [6]. Limiting 
the human activity in areas where endangered species are 
present can possibly decrease the number of deaths that are 
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caused by human activity. One way to limit the human activity 
is to detect endangered animals in real time and redirect 
activities to another location. This could be achieved by utilizing 
AI algorithms. AI could be applied to pollution preventing (or 
pollution reduction) [7], [8], fuel consumption optimization 
[9], port management, etc. AI approach can also be used in 
the control and optimization of various marine components 
[10] or the entire marine systems [11]. From the point of view 
of maritime traffi  c safety, artifi cial intelligence can be used to 
identify vessels and weather conditions.

2. RELATED WORK / Pregled dosadašnjih 
istraživanja
In recent years, image recognition techniques have become 
commonly used techniques in a wide spectrum of science and 
technology [12] [13]. Image recognition techniques are used in 
fi elds of medicine [14] [15], agriculture [16] [17], traffi  c [18] etc. 
The most used AI algorithm for tasks of image recognition and 
computer vision is CNN [19]. Recent researches are presenting 
methods for ship detection using CNN. In [20] four diff erent CNN 
architectures are utilized for ship classifi cation. Aforementioned 
CNNs are designed by varying convolutional, pooling and fully 
connected layers design. With this approach, accuracy of 82% 
is achieved. In [21] CNN-based algorithm for automatic ship 
detection is proposed. In this case, accuracy higher than 90% is 
achieved. In [22] an algorithm for marine organism classifi cation 
is proposed. By utilizing CNN, accuracy of 92% is achieved. 
Described approaches are off ering narrower classifi cation of 
marine objects. 

From described possibilities, three questions arise.
 - Is the CNN appropriate algorithm for marine object 

recognition?
 - Is there a possibility to realize a CNN-based algorithm 

for recognizing vessel type, marine animals, waves and 
pollution?

 - Is it possible to utilize a universal algorithm for recognition 
of all objects?
In this paper a universal CNN-based algorithm for 

recognition of various marine objects is described. At fi rst, used 
dataset is described. After that, the algorithm for marine objects 
recognition is described. The algorithm is trained and tested 
using training and testing datasets. 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS / Materijali i metode
3.1. Dataset description / Opis prikupljenih podataka
The dataset used in this research is constructed by using Google 
satellite images [23] and images collected from Google Image 
Search. All images are obtained by screenshotting area that 
represents the object of interest. Obtained images are then 
resized to 200 x 200 pixels size by using Open Source Computer 
Vision Library (OpenCV). Collected images are divided into two 
main classes: class which represents vessels and class which 
represents other objects. The “Vessels” main class is divided into 
four sub-classes: “Cargo ships”, “Cruise ships”, “War ships” and 
“Boats”. Examples of these sub-classes are shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 Examples of images that represent “Vessels” main class (A 
- Cargo ships, B — Cruise ships, C — War ships and D – Boats) [23]

Slika 1. Primjeri slika osnovne kategorije „Brodovi” (A – teretni brodovi, 
B – brodovi za kružna putovanja, C – ratni brodovi i D – brodice) [23]

Images of cargo ships are collected from Google satellite 
images of ports: Rotterdam, Shanghai, Singapore, Trieste, Piraeus 
and Port Said and images of Suez and Panama channel. Images 
that are part of sub-class “Cruise ships” are collected from satellite 
images of French, Croatian, Spanish coast and from satellite images 
of Miami Beach. Images of war ships are collected by using satellite 
images of Naval Station Norfolk and Naval Base Pearl Harbor. 
Images of boats are collected from images of Croatian, French and 
Spanish coast. The “Other objects” main class is also divided into 
four sub-classes: “Waves”, “Marine animals”, “Garbage patches” and 
“Oil spills”. Examples of these images are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Examples of images that represent “Other objects” 
main class  (A — Waves, B — Marine animals, C – Garbage 

patches, D – Oil spills) [23]

Slika 2. Primjeri slika osnovne kategorije „Ostali objekti” (A – 
valovi, B – morska bića, C – otoci smeća, D – izljevi nafte) [23]
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Images of waves are collected from Google satellite images 
of coasts of Portugal, California, Miami Beach, Chile and West 
Africa. Images of marine animals are collected by searching 
terms: “whales aerial images”, “dolphins aerial images”, “seals 
aerial images”, “sea turtles aerial images” on Google Image 
Search. Images that are part of sub-class “Garbage patches” are 
collected by searching for term “garbage patches aerial image” 
on Google Image Search. By searching “oil spills aerial images”, 
images of oil spills are collected. Obtained images are used for 
creating the dataset of 5608 images. This dataset is divided into 
two main sets and each main set is divided into four sub-sets, as 
shown in Table 1. The training dataset consists of 4000 images 
in total while testing dataset consists of 1608 images in total, 
respectively. 

Table 1 Number of samples of every sub-set used for marine 
object detection algorithm training and testing

Tablica 1. Broj uzoraka svake potkategorije upotrijebljene za 
uvježbavanje i testiranje algoritma za otkrivanje morskih objekata 

Class Number of images 
used for training

Number of images used 
for testing

“Cargo ships” 600 200
“Cruise ships” 300 100
“War ships” 300 100
“Boats” 400 108
“Vessels” 1600 508
“Waves” 750 350
“Marine animals” 150 50
“Garbage patches” 750 350
“Oil spills” 750 350
“Other objects” 2400 1100
Total 4000 1608

3.2. Algorithm description / Opis algoritma
In this paper, an algorithm for marine objects recognition is 
proposed. This algorithm is based on CNN that is a variation of a 
neural network, mostly used in image recognition and computer 
vision applications [12] [19].  Structurally they are similar to 
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) in the sense that they consist of 
neurons which are organized into layers. The MLP and CNN 
consist of the input layer, hidden layers and the output layer. 
The main diff erence between these two types of artificial neural 
networks is in the type of layers used as hidden layers. In MLPs 
fully connected layers are used, while convolutional layers and 
pooling layers are used beside fully connected layers in the CNN 
[17][18]. The proposed algorithm for marine objects recognition 
consist of three CNNs  in two stages. The CNN in the first stage is 
for object classification into two main classes: “Vessels” class and 
“Other objects” class. After object classification into two main 
classes, other two CNNs are utilized for sub-class recognition. 
One CNN in the second stage is utilized for recognition of sub-
classes in “Vessels” main class and other CNN is utilized for 
recognition of sub-classes in “Other objects” main class. Data 
fl ow diagram of the proposed algorithm for marine objects 
recognition is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Data fl ow diagram of marine objects recognition 
algorithm

Slika 3. Dijagram tijeka podataka algoritma za prepoznavanje 
morskih objekata

3.3. Research methodology / Metodologija
For purposes of this research, 30 diff erent CNN architectures are 
defi ned. These CNNs are designed by varying the number of 
convolutional layers, number of pooling layers, the number of fully 
connected layers and type of activation functions. CNN architectures 
that are utilized in this research are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 CNN architectures utilized for marine objects 
recognition 

Tablica 2. CNN arhitekture upotrebljene za prepoznavanje morskih 
objekaa

Number of 
convolutional 

layers

Number of 
pooling layers Fully connected layers

1 1 1 {1024}
2 1 1 {1024,512}
3 2 2 {1024}
4 2 2 {1024,512}
5 3 3 {1024}
6 3 3 {1024,512}
7 4 4 {1024}
8 4 4 {1024,512}
9 5 5 {1024}

10 5 5 {1024,512,256}

Convolutional layers are designed by combining 8 x 8 and 
16 x 16 kernels. Pooling is performed by replacing a 2 x 2-pixel 
clusters with one pixel which have a value equal to maximal 
value of the pixel cluster. For designing fully connected layers 
Hyperbolic Tangent (Tanh), Logistic sigmoid and Rectifi ed 
Linear Unit (ReLU) activation functions were used. For designing 
the output layer, Softmax activation function is utilized. Block 
scheme of proposed CNN is shown in Figure 4. The block 
scheme in Figure 4 corresponds to the architectures defi ned 
in Table 2 under 9 and 10. These architectures are representing 
CNNs designed with fi ve convolutional and fi ve pooling layers 
with variations in fully connected layers.
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For designing CNNs defi ned under 1 and 2 in Table 2 only 
layers marked with A, B, C and L are utilized. In these cases, CNNs 
are designed with one convolutional and one pooling layer. In 
cases 3 and 4, CNNs are designed with layers marked with A, 
B, C, D, E and L. CNNs marked with 5 and 6 are designed by 
utilizing three convolutional (B, D, F) and three pooling (C, E, G) 
layers. Finally, CNNs with architectures marked with 7 and 8 are 
designed with four convolutional (B, D, F, H) and four pooling 
(C, E, G, I) layers. Three CNNs which were used for designing 
the algorithm for marine object recognition were designed by 
using described variations.

CNNs are trained and tested by using datasets for training 
and testing. By using the test data set, recognition accuracy 
for each CNN was obtained. Using obtained results, maximal 
recognition accuracy is presented for cases of main classes 
and sub-classes recognition. For each main class and sub-
class, maximal accuracy achieved with each activation function 
utilized for designing fully connected layers are presented. 
Together with these accuracies, CNN architecture utilized for 
achieving maximal accuracy of each main class and sub-class 
recognition is presented.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION / Rezultati i rasprava 
First, the CNN for object classifi cation in two main classes 
(“Vessels” and “Other objects”) is trained and tested using entire 
dataset. From Figure 5, it can be seen that the maximal accuracy 
of object classifi cation on vessels or other objects is higher than 
91%, regardless of activation function used for designing fully 
connected layers.

Figure 5 Maximal accuracy of classificatio n into two main classes
Slika 5. Maksimalna preciznost klasifi kacije u dvjema osnovnim 

kategorijama

From obtained results it can be seen that maximal accuracy of 
92.37 % is achieved if CNN with three convolutional, three pooling 
and two fully connected layers is used. In this case, the highest 
accuracy is achieved if fully connected layers designed with Logistic 
sigmoid activation function are used, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3 CNN architecture with the highest accuracy of 
classifi cation into two main classes

Tablica 3. CNN arhitektura s najvišom preciznošću klasifi kacije u 
dvjema osnovnim kategorijama

Number of 
convolutional 

layers

Number 
of pooling 

layers

Fully 
connected 

layers

Activation 
function Accuracy

3 3 2 Logistic 
sigmoid 92.37 %

After training and testing the CNN for classifi cation into the 
two main classes, CNN for vessels classifi cation is trained and 
tested using images from the “Vessels” main class. First, cargo 
ships recognition accuracy is observed. From obtained results 
it can be concluded that maximal accuracies higher than 90 % 
will be achieved only if CNNs designed with ReLU or Tanh fully 
connected layers are utilized, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4 Block scheme of proposed CNN (A - Image, B - First convolutional layer (32 feature maps), C- First pooling layer (32 feature 
maps), D - Second convolutional layer (64 feature maps), E- Second pooling layer (64 feature maps), F - Third convolutional layer (128 

feature maps), G - Third pooling layer (128 feature maps),  H - Fourth convolutional layer (64 feature maps),  I - Fourth pooling layer (64 
feature maps), J - Fifth convolutional layer (32 feature maps),  K - Fifth pooling layer (32 feature maps),  L - Fully conected layers)

Slika 4. Blok-dijagram predložene CNN mreže (A – slika, B – prvi konvolucijski sloj (32 karte značajki), C – prvi sloj sažimanja (32 karte značajki), 
D – drugi konvolucijski sloj (64 karte značajki), E – drugi sloj sažimanja (64 karte značajki), F – treći konvolucijski sloj (128 karta značajki), G – 
treći sloj sažimanja (128 karta značajki), H – četvrti konvolucijski sloj (64 karte značajki), I – četvrti sloj sažimanja (64 karte značajki), J – peti 

konvolucijski sloj (32 karte značajki), K – peti sloj sažimanja (32 karte značajki), L – potpuno povezani slojevi) 
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Figure 6 Maximal accuracy of cargo ships recognition for each 
activation function

Slika 6. Maksimalna preciznost prepoznavanja teretnih brodova 
za svaku aktivacijsku funkciju

The highest accuracy of cargo ships recognition will be 
achieved if CNN with three convolutional, three pooling and two 
fully connected layers designed with Tanh activation function is 
utilized, as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 CNN architecture with the highest accuracy of cargo 
ships recognition

Tablica 4. CNN arhitektura s najvišom preciznošću prepoznavanja 
teretnih brodova

Number of 
convolutional 

layers

Number 
of pooling 

layers

Fully 
connected 

layers

Activation 
function Accuracy

3 3 2 Tanh 94.12 %

If the accuracy of cruise ships recognition is observed, it 
can be concluded that maximal accuracies higher than 95 % 
will be achieved if CNNs designed with Tanh or ReLU activation 
functions are utilized. CNN designed with Logistic sigmoid 
activation function achieves the maximal accuracy higher than 
93 %, Figure 7. 

Figure 7 Maximal accuracy of cruise ships recognition for each 
activation function

Slika 7. Maksimalna preciznost prepoznavanja brodova za kružna 
putovanja za svaku aktivacijsku funkciju

The highest accuracy of 98.82 % will be achieved if CNN with 
fi ve convolutional, fi ve pooling and three fully connected layers 
designed with ReLU activation function is utilized, as shown in 
Table 5. 

Table 5 CNN architecture with the highest accuracy of cruise 
ships recognition

Tablica 5. CNN arhitektura s najvišom preciznošću prepoznavanja 
brodova za kružna putovanja

Number of 
convolutional 

layers

Number 
of pooling 

layers

Fully 
connected 

layers

Activation 
function Accuracy

5 5 3 ReLU 98.82 %

Recognition of war ships will achieve maximal accuracies 
higher than 95 % if CNNs designed with Tanh or ReLU activation 
functions were used, similar to the case of cruise ships 
recognition. If CNN designed with Logistic sigmoid activation 
function is utilized, the maximal accuracy of 93 % will be 
achieved, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Maximal accuracy of war ships recognition for each 
activation function

Slika 8. Maksimalna preciznost prepoznavanja ratnih brodova za 
svaku aktivacijsku funkciju

The highest accuracy of war ships recognition (97.64 %) 
will be achieved if CNN with two convolutional, two pooling 
and two fully connected layers designed with Tanh activation 
function is utilized, as shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 CNN architecture with the highest accuracy of war 
ships recognition

Tablica 6. CNN arhitektura s najvišom preciznošću prepoznavanja 
ratnih brodova

Number of 
convolutional 

layers

Number 
of pooling 

layers

Fully 
connected 

layers

Activation 
function Accuracy

2 2 2 Tanh 97.64 %

The maximal accuracy of boats recognition will be higher 
than 93 %, regardless of activation function utilized for 
designing fully connected layers, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 Maximal accuracy of boats recognition for each 
activation function

Slika 9. Maksimalna preciznost prepoznavanja brodica za svaku 
aktivacijsku funkciju

The CNN architecture that achieves the highest accuracy 
is presented in Table 7. It can be concluded that the highest 
accuracy is, again, achieved if Tanh activation function is utilized 
for the design of two fully connected layers. CNN with the 
highest accuracy is designed by using three convolutional and 
three pooling layers.

Table 7 CNN architecture with the highest accuracy of boats 
recognition

Tablica 7. CNN arhitektura s najvišom preciznošću prepoznavanja 
brodica

Number of 
convolutional 

layers

Number 
of pooling 

layers

Fully 
connected 

layers

Activation 
function Accuracy

3 3 2 Tanh 95.29 %

When CNN for recognition of “Other objects” main class 
is trained and tested, it can be concluded that CNN cannot 
recognize waves with the maximal accuracy higher of 90 % 
regardless of activation function utilized, as shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10 Maximal accuracy of waves recognition for each 
activation function

Slika 10. Maksimalna preciznost prepoznavanja valova za svaku 
aktivacijsku funkciju

The CNN architecture utilized for achieving the highest 
accuracy is presented in Table 8. It can be seen that the maximal 

accuracy is achieved if CNN is designed by combining three 
convolutional, three pooling and three fully connected layers. 
The maximal accuracy will be achieved if fully connected layers 
are designed by using Tanh activation function.

Table 8 CNN architecture with the highest accuracy of waves 
recognition

Tablica 8. CNN arhitektura s najvišom preciznošću prepoznavanja 
valova

Number of 
convolutional 

layers

Number 
of pooling 

layers

Fully 
connected 

layers

Activation 
function Accuracy

3 3 3 Tanh 88.56 %

As in the case of waves recognition, maximal accuracy of 
marine animals recognition does not exceed 90 %, regardless of 
activation function utilized, Figure 11.

Figure 11 Maximal accuracy of marine animals recognition for 
each activation function

Slika 11. Maksimalna preciznost prepoznavanja morskih bića za 
svaku aktivacijsku funkciju

The highest accuracy of marine animals recognition will be 
achieved if CNN architecture with three convolutional, three 
pooling and two fully connected layers is utilized. For designing 
this CNN, ReLU activation function is used, Table 9.

Table 9 CNN architecture with the highest accuracy of marine 
animals recognition

Tablica 9. CNN arhitektura s najvišom preciznošću prepoznavanja 
morskih bića

Number of 
convolutional 

layers

Number 
of pooling 

layers

Fully 
connected 

layers

Activation 
function Accuracy

3 3 2 ReLU 88.56 %

In the case of garbage patches detection, the maximal 
accuracy is considerably higher, and it exceeds 93 % regardless 
of activation function utilized, as presented in Figure 12. When 
Tanh or ReLU activation functions are used for designing fully 
connected layers, CNNs are achieving maximal accuracies 
higher than 96 %, what represents a signifi cant increase in the 
maximal accuracy when compared to the detection of waves or 
marine animals.
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Figure 12 Maximal accuracy of garbage patches recognition for 
each activation function

Slika 12. Maksimalna preciznost prepoznavanja otoka smeća za 
svaku aktivacijsku funkciju

The highest accuracy of garbage patches recognition is 
achieved if CNN designed with two convolutional, two pooling 
and three fully connected layers is utilized. In this case, fully 
connected layers are designed by using the ReLU activation 
function, as shown in Table 10.

Table 10 CNN architecture with the highest accuracy of 
garbage patches recognition

Tablica 10. CNN arhitektura s najvišom preciznošću 
prepoznavanja otoka smeća

Number of 
convolutional 

layers

Number 
of pooling 

layers

Fully 
connected 

layers

Activation 
function Accuracy

2 2 3 ReLU 96.92 %

Same as in the case of waves or marine animals recognition, 
in the case of oil spills recognition maximal accuracies are not 
exceeding 90%, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13 Maximal accuracy of oil spills recognition for each 
activation function

Slika 13. Maksimalna preciznost prepoznavanja izljeva nafte za 
svaku aktivacijsku funkciju

The highest accuracy is achieved if CNN with three convolutional, 
three pooling and three fully connected layers designed with ReLU 
activation function is utilized, as shown in Table 11. 

Table 11 CNN architecture with the highest accuracy of oil spills 
recognition

Tablica 11. CNN arhitektura s najvišom preciznošću 
prepoznavanja izljeva nafte

Number of 
convolutional 

layers

Number 
of pooling 

layers

Fully 
connected 

layers

Activation 
function Accuracy

3 3 3 ReLU 89.21 %

5. CONCLUSION / Zaključak
In this paper a CNN-based approach for marine object 
recognition is presented. From obtained results, it can be seen 
that accuracies higher than 88 % are achieved if appropriate 
CNN architecture is utilized. According to obtained results, three 
conclusions can be drawn.
- CNN is an appropriate algorithm for marine objects 

recognition from aerial images.
- CNN-based algorithm can be used for recognizing vessel 

type, marine animals, waves and pollution.
- Universal CNN-based algorithm for marine objects 

recognition and classifi cation can be utilized.
The described approach is off ering stable object recognition 

performances. According to obtained results it can be concluded 
that is possible to utilize more than one CNN architecture for 
each object recognition. This property allows integration of 
redundant CNNs into the algorithm structure.
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